

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































݈݀݁ݐܽܮ ൌ  2ݔ tan 22.5  
Where ݈݀݁ݐܽܮ is the part of L covered by the oblique end. 





















































































































1  0.45433  296  0.02849 
2  0.45433  297  0.02417 
3  0.13589  298  0.01966 
4  0.32149  299  0.03084 
5  0.18063  300  0.09864 
6  0.03832  301  0.02312 
7  0.28602  302  0.11493 
8  0.28602  303  0.02282 
9  0.28602  304  0.06993 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tic            %tic-toc starts and stops the clock                       
Bnv = zeros(size(A));           % We pre-allocate to level the playing field 
for i=1:size(A,1) 
    for j=1:size(A,2); 
        Bnv(i,j) = log(A(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
nonvec = toc; 
tic 
Bv = log(A); 
vec = toc; 
assert(isequal(Bnv,Bv)); 
ratio = nonvec / vec 
 
ratio = 
   33.0086 
for q=(1:size(overlapCrystalArray)) 
    for p=(1:size(planeEquation)) 
        for j=(1:size(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix)) 
            if         (overlapCrystalArray(q,1)==potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,1))... 
                    && (overlapCrystalArray(q,2)==potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,2))... 
                    && (overlapCrystalArray(q,3)==planeEquation(p,2)) 
     newfunction=subs(planeEquation(p,3),P,potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,3:5)); 
                t0=solve(newfunction); 
                point1=subs(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,3:5),t,t0); 
                point1=double(point1); 
                intersectArray=vertcat(intersectArray,point1); 
            end 
 end 





























disp(' big arrayI') 
bigArrayII=repmat(planeEquation,size(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix)); 
disp(' big arrayII') 
bigArrayIII=[bigArrayI(:,3:5) bigArrayII(:,3)] 






    point1=subs(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(:,3:5),t,t0); 
end 
point1=double(point1) 
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Crystal Type  Needle  Improved Needle  Plate  Compact Column  Rounded Column 
Layer Density  0.0169g/ml  0.01662g/ml  0.04581 g/ml  0.08050 g/ml  0.12564 g/ml 
Layer Dimensions  3x3x2mm3  4x4x2mm3  2x2x2 mm3  1x1x1 mm3  1x1x2 mm3 
Ray Diameter  0.0025  0.0025  0.0025  0.0025  0.0025 
QTY Crystals  97  252  305  143  445 
Crystal Radius  (50±8)µm  (50±8)µm  (300±150)µm  (50±7)µm   50µm 
Crystal Length  (1,000±150)µm   (300±50)µm  (50±10)µm   (100±15)µm   100µm 
 
Kaasalainen Samples 
Crystal Type  Needle    Plate  Compact Column  Refrozen (Rounded) 
Layer Density  0.10/ml    0.07 g/ml  0.08 g/ml  0.12 g/ml 
































Layer  I(180o)/I(175o)  HWHM  Density 
Needles  3.38  0.39  1.81% 
Hexagonal Plates  2.46  1.8  5% 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Layer  Size mm Density g/ml I(180o)/I(175o)  HWHM 
7 ray‐surface Highly Rounded Column  0.1  0.23  ‐  ‐ 
Surface ‐ refrozen   0.1‐0.4  0.12  1.3  0.6 
Melting > Refrozen  0.5‐1.0  0.15  1.4  0.2 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































    Data    Best Fit   
Angle  1 layer  2 layers  3 layers    1 layer  2 layers  3 layers 
165  0.165041  0.226132326  0.260221424    0.175  0.225  0.275 
166  0.168413  0.229248158  0.282460294    0.18  0.23  0.28 
167  0.179381  0.251271625  0.298895185    0.185000001  0.235  0.285 
168  0.229346  0.331010885  0.343220533    0.190000003  0.24  0.29 
169  0.16615  0.233718038  0.286287078    0.195000017  0.245  0.295 
170  0.177226  0.227335567  0.28310788    0.200000084  0.25  0.3 
171  0.161264  0.227537898  0.279955278    0.205000418  0.255  0.305 
172  0.189109  0.252142611  0.310951856    0.210002071  0.260002  0.310002 
173  0.182247  0.263075019  0.316712568    0.215010256  0.26501  0.31501 
174  0.173479  0.245169754  0.309346177    0.220050797  0.270051  0.320051 
175  0.190841  0.265663337  0.313420459    0.225251597  0.275252  0.325252 
175.5  0.194624  0.290171627  0.338148319    0.228059939  0.27806  0.32806 
176  0.209859  0.33932778  0.369011099    0.231246168  0.281246  0.331246 
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176.5  0.225786  0.308356755  0.394951249    0.235273398  0.285273  0.335273 
177  0.235256  0.342592859  0.454347477    0.24117231  0.291172  0.341172 
177.5  0.567313  0.644076598  0.728483264    0.251236729  0.301237  0.351237 
178  0.417472  0.543243995  0.636561515    0.270571653  0.320572  0.370572 
178.2  0.329314  0.483191959  0.605665165    0.283100851  0.333101  0.383101 
178.4  0.376775  0.501963877  0.584958879    0.299977959  0.349978  0.399978 
178.6  0.368606  0.476497169  0.575896268    0.322844689  0.372845  0.422845 
178.8  0.345412  0.467084133  0.552038106    0.353955774  0.403956  0.453956 
179  0.410834  0.480439588  0.544635421    0.396422388  0.446422  0.496422 
179.1  0.428741  0.532337358  0.587599927    0.423197585  0.473198  0.523198 
179.2  0.429459  0.482142487  0.565736319    0.454526942  0.504527  0.554527 
179.3  0.470555  0.558674578  0.616396107    0.491211056  0.541211  0.591211 
179.4  0.554514  0.635553387  0.690645963    0.53416683  0.584167  0.634167 
179.5  0.64514  0.694312906  0.747667582    0.584496723  0.634497  0.684497 
179.6  0.647654  0.669711796  0.758982787    0.643473211  0.693473  0.743473 
179.7  0.725075  0.711959686  0.792137311    0.712585263  0.762585  0.812585 
179.8  0.828947  0.87103316  0.887919066    0.793614452  0.843614  0.893614 
179.9  0.968378  0.946642851  0.979970182    0.88860157  0.938602  0.988602 
179.95  1.102519  1.075589698  1.152597816    0.942083864  0.992084  1.042084 
180          0.95  1.05  1.1 
















x (Scattering Angle) y (Intensity ) I(x) =0.10*exp((x-
180)/0.085)+ .3505 + 
(0.0005*(x-180)) 
I(x’)= 0.10*exp((x-
180)/0.075)+ .3385 + 
(0.0003*(x-180)) 
170 0.349108322237321 0.345500000000000 0.335500000000000 
171 0.360786353305948 0.346000000000000 0.335800000000000 
172 0.367419531790180 0.346500000000000 0.336100000000000 
173 0.336157720316112 0.347000000000000 0.336400000000000 
174 0.421332989263057 0.347500000000000 0.336700000000000 
175 0.387067063511777 0.348000000000000 0.337000000000000 
175.500000000000 0.385406764790405 0.348250000000000 0.337150000000000 
176 0.411830141863650 0.348500000000000 0.337300000000000 
176.500000000000 0.454332405258556 0.348750000000000 0.337450000000000 
177 0.432217481019587 0.349000000000000 0.337600000000000 
177.500000000000 0.378514150085313 0.349250000000017 0.337750000000000 
178 0.368426713082422 0.349500000006044 0.337900000000262 
178.500000000000 0.361299774529905 0.349750002167603 0.338050000206115 
179.100006103516 0.351637740906730 0.350052524319827 0.338230616302294 
179.199996948242 0.364725957564123 0.350108173834967 0.338262329899744 
179.300003051758 0.365320550500794 0.350176515376207 0.338298843974211 
179.399993896484 0.358330408607446 0.350285969676225 0.338353541701845 
179.500000000000 0.370441204754143 0.350528821704005 0.338477263380134 
179.600006103516 0.394207667387503 0.351204261232787 0.338862836121997 
179.699996948242 0.368110164649066 0.353282109112948 0.340241488448332 
179.800003051758 0.338512485535985 0.359909250607846 0.345388628772465 
179.899993896484 0.378247300282281 0.381284299568297 0.364827566908671 
179.949996948242 0.405963555033843 0.406003642091668 0.389824621930492 
  +/- 0.0136 +/- 0.0121 
  I(175) = 0.3480 I(175) = 0.3370 
  I(180) =0.4505 I(180) = 0.4385 































































% case 'Hex Columns Only' 
    handles.crystalSeeds=1; 
% case 'Hex/Single Indents'  
%    handles.crystalSeeds=2; 
% case 'Hex/Sing/Doub' 























%replaced failure breakout with density - this will be modified so that 
%this can be an input. This is only reasonable once seeding can regularly 
%get below the densities that are present in ice (see Kaasalanian). 
while (density < .08) 
%while (seeds < 30) 
    %spawn random crystal dimensions - choosing the longest for overall 
    %diameter 
    crystalLength=normrnd(handles.L_mean,handles.L_deviation); 
    crystalRadius=normrnd(handles.R_mean,handles.R_deviation); 
     
    %Set bounding sphere limits 
    seedRadius=0.5*((crystalLength^2+(2*crystalRadius)^2)^0.5 ); 
  
    %Attempt to seed this diameter object into the layer also seed 
    %duplicates where the object crosses a boundary 
     




    
   if failed==1 
       rejections=rejections+1; 
   else 
       %create crystal 
       createHexCrystal(crystalLength,crystalRadius,handles); 
       %rotate crystal and its duplicates and create their absolute 
       %position 





       %Convex hull check. This creates a matrix of line equations 
       %corresponding to the overlapping bounding spheres. These are then 
       %converted into an array of intersection points against all the 
       %facets of the the seeding crystal. Finally there is a check to 
       %determine if any of these are within a bounding convex hull of the 
       %seeding crystals 
       hullRejection=0; 
       if size(overlapCrystalArray)>0 
           overlapCrystalArray=unique(overlapCrystalArray,'rows') 
           intersect=zeros(0,0); 
           intersectArray=zeros(0,0); 
           syms x y z t; 
           P = [x,y,z]; 
           tic; 
           fprintf('\n\nQverlap Equation Matrix: ') 
           
vi=ismember(lineEquationMatrix(:,1:2),overlapCrystalArray(:,1:2),'rows'); 
           potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix=lineEquationMatrix(vi,:);                 
           toc 
           planeEquation; 
           tic; 
           fprintf('\nPlane Equation: ') 
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           for q=(1:size(overlapCrystalArray)) 
               for p=(1:size(planeEquation)) 
                   for j=(1:size(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix)) 
                       %fprintf('do they equal? %s, 
%s',potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,3),planeEquation(p,2)); 
                       if         
(overlapCrystalArray(q,1)==potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,1))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,2)==potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,2))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,3)==planeEquation(p,2)) 
                           %fprintf('\n yeah, got here') 
                           
newfunction=subs(planeEquation(p,3),P,potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,
3:5)); 
                           t0=solve(newfunction); 
                           
point1=subs(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,3:5),t,t0); 
                           point1=double(point1); 
                           intersectArray=vertcat(intersectArray,point1); 
                       end 
                       if size(intersectArray)>0 
                           [d1,d2,d3]=size(crystalVertexData); 
                           for i=(1:d3) 
                               
intersect=inhull(intersectArray,crystalVertexData(:,:,i)); 
                               if any(intersect)==1 
                                   hullRejection=1; 
                                   disp('   Rejected by Convex Hull Test') 
                                   break 
                               end 
                           end 
                       end 
                       if hullRejection==1;                            
                           break 
                       end 
                   end 
                   if hullRejection==1;                        
                       break 
                   end 
               end 
               if hullRejection==1;                    
                   break 
               end 
           end 
           toc 
                tic 
% %                disp('   Revised plane equation') 
%                  
bigArrayI=repmat(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix,size(planeEquation)); 
%                  disp(' big arrayI') 
%                  toc 
%                  tic 
%                  
bigArrayII=repmat(planeEquation,size(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix)); 
%                  disp(' big arrayII') 
%                  toc 
%                  tic 
%                  bigArrayIII=[bigArrayI(:,3:5) bigArrayII(:,3)] 
%                  disp(' big arrayIII') 
%                  toc 
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%                  tic 
%                  disp('new function') 
%                  %for t=(1:size(bigArrayIII)) 
%                     
[newfunctionII]=subs(bigArrayIII(:,4),P,bigArrayIII(:,1:3)) 
%                  %end 
%                   
%                  toc 
%                  tic 
%  
%                      [t0]=solve(newfunctionII) 
%  
%                  for t=(1:size(bigArrayIII)) 
%                     
point1=subs(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(:,3:5),t,t0); 
%                  end 
%                  point1=double(point1) 
%                  disp(' big arrayIII function solving') 
%                  toc 
                           
%            size(intersectArray) 
%            toc 
%             tic 
%             fprintf('\nConvex hull: ') 
%  
%            toc 
%As above though now lines and facets are reversed (needed for large 
facets)  
%Test all the lines generated by the add crystal to layer against all 
%facets already seeded Might not need this step... 
  
% Creates a facets corresponding to the overlapping bounding spheres. These 
are then 
% tested against the line matrix of the seeds to create intersection 
points. 
% The points are then tested against the convex hulls of the previously 
seeded crystals 
       if hullRejection==0 
           intersect=zeros(0,0); 
           intersectArray=zeros(0,0); 
           tic; 
           fprintf('\n\nOverlap Plane Matrix (Reciprocation): ') 
           
vi=ismember(planeMatrix(:,1:2),overlapCrystalArray(:,1:2),'rows'); 
           potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix=planeMatrix(vi,:);            
           toc 
           tic;     
           fprintf('\nLine Equation (Reciprocation): ') 
           for q=(1:size(overlapCrystalArray)) 
               for j=(1:size(potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix)) 
                   for p=(1:size(lineEquation)) 
                       if         
(overlapCrystalArray(q,1)==potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix(j,1))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,2)==potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix(j,2))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,3)==lineEquation(p,2)) 
                           %fprintf('\n yeah, got here')                          
                           
newfunction=subs(potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix(j,3),P,lineEquation(p,3:5)); 
                           t0=solve(newfunction); 
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                           point1=subs(lineEquation(p,3:5),t,t0); 
                           point1=double(point1); 
                           intersectArray=vertcat(intersectArray,point1); 
                       end 
                   end 
               end 
           end 
           size(intersectArray) 
           toc 
           %Extract all the vertex data for the seeded crystals to test 
against these 
           %intersect points. 
           tic 
           fprintf('\nAssemble array of vertices from existing vertice 
matrix: ') 
           
vi=ismember(emergingArrayVertexLocation(:,1:2),overlapCrystalArray(:,1:2),'
rows'); 
           
potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation=emergingArrayVertexLocation(vi,:);  
           c=1; 
           b=1; 
           testArrayOfCrystals=zeros; 
           for y=1:size(potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation)               
              if y>1 
                  if 
potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation(y,1)~=potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocati
on(y-1,1)... 
                  || 
potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation(y,2)~=potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocati
on(y-1,2);      
                    c=1; 
                    b=b+1; 
                  end 
              end               
              
testArrayOfCrystals(c,1:3,b)=potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation(y,3:5); 
              c=c+1;   
           end 
           toc     
           tic 
           fprintf('\nConvex Hull (Reciprocation): ') 
           testArrayOfCrystals; 
           if size(intersectArray)>0 
               [d1,d2,d3]=size(testArrayOfCrystals); 
               for i=(1:d3) 
                   
intersect=inhull(intersectArray,testArrayOfCrystals(:,:,i)); 
                   if any(intersect)==1 
                       hullRejection=1; 
                       disp('   Rejected by Convex Hull Test 
(Reciprocation): ') 
                       break 
                   end 
               end 
           end 
           toc 
       end 
  
            
       end 
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%        %just for reference to see how many were rejected 
%        if (intersect>0)&&(overlapping==1) 
%            convrejectiions=convrejectiions+1; 
%             
%        end 
       %if any(intersect)==0 > replaced with line below 
       if hullRejection==0; 
            
           %from assemble layer 
            j=seeds; 
            for i=1:ParticleNo 
                for q=1:3 
                layer(i+j,q)=particle(i,q); 
                end 
                layer(i+j,4)=crystalRadius; 
                %layer(i+j,5)=boundingCylinderHeight; oldcrap 
                layer(i+j,5)=crystalRadius; 
                layer(i+j,6)=boundingSphereNumber; 
                layer(i+j,7)=i; 
                seeds=seeds+1; 
            end 
  
            
            
           %Update volume - only seed once for duplicate particles as the 
parts 
           %within the layer boundaries will only account for 1 complete 
           %crystal 
           %crystalVolume=pi*crystalRadius^2*crystalLength; %* ParticleNo 
           crystalVolume=3/2*3^.5*crystalRadius^2*crystalLength; 
           totalVolume=totalVolume+crystalVolume; 
           totalCrystals=totalCrystals+qtyCrystalsSeeded; 
           uniqueCrystals=uniqueCrystals+1; 
           
density=totalVolume*handles.crystalDensity/(handles.length*handles.width*ha
ndles.thickness); 
           %add these duplicates to the emerging array 
           emergingArrayFacets=emergingArrayFacets+NewNumberFacets; 
           emergingArrayVertex=vertcat(emergingArrayVertex,newlayerData); 
           planeMatrix=vertcat(planeMatrix,planeEquation); 
           %lineMatrix=vertcat(lineMatrix,line); 
           lineEquationMatrix=vertcat(lineEquationMatrix,lineEquation); 
           %add new structure to create a carriage return 
           
emergingArrayVertexNewStructure=vertcat(emergingArrayVertexNewStructure,new
layerData2); 
           
emergingArrayVertexNewStructure=vertcat(emergingArrayVertexNewStructure,0);           
           
emergingArrayVertexLocation=vertcat(emergingArrayVertexLocation,newlayerVer
texData); 
       else 
           rejections=rejections+1; 
           %eh - what's the next line trying to do??? 
           %layer(line(1,1)==layer(:,6),:)=[] 
       end 
   end 











%output all Emerging Array information to a file 
output= fopen('crystalLayerFile_ReadMe.txt','w'); 
fprintf(output,'Layer dimensions (%dx%dx%d)mm^3 
\r\n',handles.length,handles.width,handles.thickness); 
%fprintf(output,'Layer width %d \r\n',handles.width); 
%fprintf(output,'Layer thickness %d \r\n',handles.thickness); 
fprintf(output,'rejections %d \r\n',handles.failureBreakOut); 
fprintf(output,'Crystals Seeded %d\r\n',totalCrystals); 
fprintf(output,'of which Unique %d\r\n',uniqueCrystals); 
fprintf(output,'Hex crystals \r\n'); 
fprintf(output,'Crystal length %3.3f +/- %3.4f 
\r\n',handles.L_mean,handles.L_deviation); 
fprintf(output,'Crystal radius %3.3f +/- %3.4f 
\r\n',handles.R_mean,handles.R_deviation); 
fprintf(output,'Average indent(of length) %d%% \r\n',handles.aveIndent); 
fprintf(output,'Total Crystal Volume %5.5f \r\n',totalVolume); 
fprintf(output,'Crystal density %5.5f \r\n',handles.crystalDensity); 
fprintf(output,'Layer Density %5.5f \r\n',density); 
fprintf(output,'Location (x \t y \t\t z) \t\t Sphere rad \t Seed \t 
Particle no. \r\n'); 
for i=(1:size(layer)) 











    fprintf(output,'%d\r\n ',emergingArrayVertex(i)); 
end    
for i=(1:size(emergingArrayVertexLocation)) 













    if insertReturn==1 
        fprintf(output,'%d \r\n',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 
        insertReturn=0; 
    elseif emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)==0 
        fprintf(output,'\r\n'); 
        insertReturn=1; 
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    else 
        fprintf(output,'%d ',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 
    end 
end    
for i=(1:size(emergingArrayVertexLocation)) 











    if insertReturn==1 
        fprintf(output,'%d \r\n',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 
        insertReturn=0; 
    elseif emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)==0 
        fprintf(output,'\r\n'); 
        insertReturn=1; 
    else 
        fprintf(output,'%d ',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 











   
%output all FacetMatrix to a file 
% output=fopen('planeMatrix.txt','w'); 
% for i=(1:size(planeMatrix)) 
%     fprintf(output,'%5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t 
%5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t 
%5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \r\n', 
planeMatrix(i,1:20)); 
% end   
% fclose(output); 
  




    fprintf(output,'%s \t %s \t %s \t %s \r\n',outputLineEquation(i,1:4)); 















crystalType = randi(handles.crystalSeeds); 
if crystalType==1 
    crystalType='standardcolumn'; 
elseif crystalType==2 






















       %Set random location of particle to be seeded 
       overlapCrystals=zeros(0,0); 
       overlapCrystalArray=zeros(0,0); 
       failed=0; 
       ParticleNo=1; 
       overlap=0; 
        particle(1,1)=(rand*length+eps); %-(crystalRadius/2)); 
        particle(1,2)=(rand*width+eps); %+(crystalRadius/2)); 
        particle(1,3)=(rand*thickness+eps-(crystalRadius/2)); 
  
        %Determine if the crystal overlaps the edges, if so, spawn another 
        %crystal shifted over to the opposite side. 
        if ((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
        end 
       if ((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
       if ((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
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            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
       if ((particle(1,2)-crystalRadius)<0); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
        
       if ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
       end 
       if ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
       end 
      %Where it overlaps two edges, another diagonal particle needs to be 
      %added 
       
      %length and width 
        if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length) && 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
        end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
        
        if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length) && ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
        end 
  
        
       %length and thickness 




            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
        end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
       end 
        
       if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
        end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
       end 
       %width and thickness 
        
       if (((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width) && 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
       end 
       if (((particle(1,2)-crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
       end 
       if (((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
       end 
       if (((particle(1,2)-crystalRadius)<0) && 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
       end 
       %length, width and thickness  
        if 
(((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>wid
th) && ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
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            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
        end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
       end 
        
        if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
        end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)&& ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
       end 
        
        if 
(((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>wid
th) && ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
        end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
       end 
       if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
       end 
      if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)&& 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
       end 
  
        %Next check if the crystal(s) overlaps with an existing crystal. If 
        %so reject.  
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        %for each particle, if x, y and z locations of the two particles 
        %overlaps 
        %particle(); 
        if seeds>0 
            for i=1:ParticleNo 
                a=particle(i,:); 
                b=layer(:,1:3); 
                %determine the separation of this particle with all others 
                %in the layer 
                separation=bsxfun(@minus,a,b); 
                %convert this into a two scalar gaps as as crystals tend to 
                %be horizontal 
                a=separation(:,1).^2; 
                b=separation (:,2).^2; 
                c=separation(:,3).^2; 
                minSeparation=(a+b+c).^.5; 
                 
                %determine if any of these gaps is less than the sum of the 
                %radii 
                combinedRadii=(bsxfun(@plus,layer(:,4),crystalRadius)); 
                testForGap=minSeparation-combinedRadii; 
                %get the crystals that overlap, 6th column in the layer 
                %array 
                layer; 
                overlapCrystals=layer((testForGap<0),6:7); 
                overlapCrystals(:,3)=i; 
                
overlapCrystalArray=vertcat(overlapCrystalArray,overlapCrystals); 
                 
                %this pulls out an array of negatives. If there is a 
                %negative, then there is overlap. 
                %testForGap=size(testForGap(find(testForGap<0)),1) 
                         
                Gap=0; 
                 
                for p=1:size(testForGap) 
                    if testForGap(p)<0 
                         
                        Gap=Gap+1; 
                    end 
                end 
                %allow for 20 overlaps before rejecting, the overlaps will 
                %be tested in more detail when replacing spheres with 
                %crystals 
                if Gap>3 
                    overlap=1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        if overlap==1 
            failed=1; 
%         else   %Else seed.  
%             particle() 
%             j=seeds; 
%             for i=1:ParticleNo 
%                 for q=1:3 
%                 layer(i+j,q)=particle(i,q); 
%                 end 
%                 layer(i+j,4)=crystalRadius; 
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%                 layer(i+j,5)=boundingCylinderHeight; 
%                 layer(i+j,6)=BoundingSphereNumber+ParticleNo; 
%                 seeds=seeds+1; 
%             end 




function [ crystalFile ] = hexcolumn( l, r, indent, crystalSelection, 




%create crystal data for a hexagonal colum 
  
%Test input parameters 
%crystalSelection = 'indentdoublecolumn'; 
%obliqueEnds =2; 






crystalPoints = textread('allcolumns.points','%s', 'delimiter', 
'\n','whitespace', ''); 
  
rtt = (3^.5)/2; 
totalVertexes = 0; 
vertexPerSide = 0; 






%Read the file from the name given to the end point of the crystal. Convert 
%the data into an array of faces. 
for i=1:size(crystalPoints) 
         if quitOut == 1; 
            break                 
         end 
  
    if strcmp(crystalPoints(i),crystalSelection)==1 
  
        for (q=i:size(crystalPoints)) 
           if strcmp(crystalPoints(q),'n') == 1 
            totalFaces = totalFaces+1; 
            v=v+1; 
            vertexPerSide(v)= str2double(crystalPoints(q+1)); 
            totalVertexes = totalVertexes + vertexPerSide(v); 
  
            for (j = (q+2):(q+1+str2double(crystalPoints(q+1)))) 
                k=k+1; 
                crystalVertexData(k,1:3) = str2double(crystalPoints(j)); 
            end 
           end 
            if strcmp(crystalPoints(q),'e') == 1 
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                quitOut=1; 
                break                 
            end         
  
       end 
    end 
         
end   
  







VertexData(14,3) = -l + indent; 
  
VertexData(1,1) = r; 
VertexData(1,2) = 0; 
  
VertexData(2,1) = r/2; 
VertexData(2,2) = -rtt*r; 
  
VertexData(3,1) = -r/2; 
VertexData(3,2) = -rtt*r; 
  
VertexData(4,1) = -r; 
VertexData(4,2) = 0; 
  
VertexData(5,1) = -r/2; 
VertexData(5,2) = rtt*r; 
  
VertexData(6,1) = r/2; 
VertexData(6,2) = rtt*r; 
  
VertexData(13,1) = 0; 




for i = (1:6) 
  
    VertexData(i + 6,1) = VertexData(i,1); 
  





%data for the 13th and 14th corners are only needed where there are points 
%or indents in the hex column ends 
VertexData(14,1) = VertexData(13,1); 
  





if obliqueEnds > 0  
  
    for i = 1:6 
        %tand as angle is in degrees 
        VertexData(i,3) = 0 - ((VertexData(1,1) - 
VertexData(i,1))*tand(obliqueBasalFacet)); 
  
    end  
  
    if obliqueEnds == 2  
  
        for i = 7:12 
  
            VertexData(i,3) = -l + ((VertexData(4,1) + 
VertexData(i,1))*tand(obliqueBasalFacet)); 
  
        end  
  
    else 
  
        for i = 7:12 
  
            VertexData(i,3) = -l; 
  
        end  
  




    for i = 1:6 
  
        VertexData(i,3) = 0; 
  
    end  
  
    for i = 7:12 
  
        VertexData(i,3) = -l; 
  




%Apply the vertex data(corners/points) for the crystal to the crystal 
%points in order to generate the various faces and output to the file 
%indicated. This generates a file of the individual corner points of the 




    fprintf(output,'%d\r\n ',vertexPerSide(i)); 





    fprintf(output,'%5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f 
\r\n',VertexData(crystalVertexData(i,1),1),VertexData(crystalVertexData(i,2
),2),VertexData(crystalVertexData(i,3),3)); 









 %This is a modified version of makelayer2. It takes the accepted crystal, 
%rotates it and adds it to the layer as it is being assembLed. It may have 
%to add multiple crystals as where a crystal crosses a boundary, a second 
%crystal is added on the opposite side. As multiple boundaries can be 





















noFacets=crystal(1,1); %first numer in crystal file is number of facets 
% each facet will have a number of vericies associated with it.  Number of 
% verticies for nth facet given in row n+1 
noVerticies=crystal(2:noFacets+1,1); 
% Each vertex has x,y and z data in 3 colums after the list containing the 
% number of verticies per facet 
vertexData=crystal(noFacets+2:end,1:3); 






    for s=(1:noVerticies(r)) 
        n=n+1; 
        sp1=vertexData(n,1)+sp1; 
        sp2=vertexData(n,2)+sp2; 
        sp3=vertexData(n,3)+sp3; 








%get data on the seeding points for each crystal               
%old method 
    %layerfile=dlmread('mica.txt'); 
    %seedPointData=layerfile(1:end,1:3); 
%new method 
    seedPointData=particle; 
  
%Determine total number of facets 
%size(seedPointData,1) is the number of rows, i.e. the number of crystals 
in 
%the layer 
% remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that only 
% so much will be shown 
  
  






% for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
%     k=k+1; 
%     j=j+1; 
%     if j>noFacets 
%         j=1; 
%         newlayerData2(k,1)=0; 
%         k=k+1; 
%         newlayerData2(k,1)=noFacets; 
%         k=k+1; 
%     end 
%     newlayerData(i,1)=noVerticies(j); 
%     %for layout2 
%     newlayerData2(k,1)=noVerticies(j); 
% end 
% % remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that only 





%take the x,y,z coordinates of seed point data and off-set each of the 
%points for the crystal file by this amount and place the whole set in the 
%new layer vertex data 
for p=(1:size(seedPointData,1)) 
    vertexData=crystal(noFacets+2:end,1:3); %refresh vertex data each pass 
     
    %it is at this point that we need to adjust the vertex data from its 
    %original to a rotated crystal before updating the crystal. 
    %Crystal Rotation 
    alpha_euler=pi*rand*2; 
    beta_euler=acos(1.0-2.0*rand); 
    gamma_euler=pi*rand*2; 
     
    s1=sin(alpha_euler); 
    s2=sin(beta_euler); 
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    s3=sin(gamma_euler); 
    c1=cos(alpha_euler); 
    c2=cos(beta_euler); 
    c3=cos(gamma_euler); 
     
    r11=-c2*s1*s3+c1*c3; 
    r12=-c2*s1*c3-c1*s3; 
    r13=s2*s1; 
    r21=c2*c1*s3+s1*c3; 
    r22=c2*c1*c3-s1*s3; 
    r23=-s2*c1; 
    r31=s2*s3; 
    r32=s2*c3; 
    r33=c2; 
    z=0; 
    for r=(1:noFacets) 
        for s=(1:noVerticies(r)) 
            z=z+1; 
            tempVertexData(z,1)=vertexData(z,1)-sp1; 
            tempVertexData(z,2)=vertexData(z,2)-sp2; 
            tempVertexData(z,3)=vertexData(z,3)-sp3; 
        end 
    end 
    z=0; 
    for r=(1:noFacets) 
        for s=(1:noVerticies(r)) 
            z=z+1; 
            
vertexData(z,1)=tempVertexData(z,1)*r11+tempVertexData(z,2)*r12+tempVertexD
ata(z,3)*r13; 
            
vertexData(z,2)=tempVertexData(z,1)*r21+tempVertexData(z,2)*r22+tempVertexD
ata(z,3)*r23; 
            
vertexData(z,3)=tempVertexData(z,1)*r31+tempVertexData(z,2)*r32+tempVertexD
ata(z,3)*r33; 
            %vertexData(z,4)=p; 
        end 
    end 
     
end 
  
%finish buggering about with the crystal file vertex data and apply 
       %new crystal data to seedpoints for the crystal and store data 
%newlayerVertexData=zeros; 
%below needs to be updated so that particles which completely lie 
       %outside the bounds of the box are completely removed. This means 
       %writing to a temp array before then adding to the full array... 
       %if all points are>max z or<min z reject 
       %if all points are>max y or<min y reject 









    maxX=0; 
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    minX=width; 
    maxY=0; 
    minY=length; 
    maxZ=0; 
    minZ=thickness; 
     
    for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
         
        tempVertexData(q,1:3)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seedPointData(p,1:3); 
         
        if maxX<tempVertexData(q,1) 
            maxX=tempVertexData(q,1); 
        end 
        if minX>tempVertexData(q,1) 
            minX=tempVertexData(q,1); 
        end 
        if maxY<tempVertexData(q,2) 
            maxY=tempVertexData(q,2); 
        end 
        if minY>tempVertexData(q,2) 
            minY=tempVertexData(q,2); 
        end 
        if maxZ<tempVertexData(q,3) 
            maxZ=tempVertexData(q,3); 
        end 
        if minZ>tempVertexData(q,3) 
            minZ=tempVertexData(q,3); 
        end 
    end 
     
    %This bit removes any crystals that lie outside the layer 
    if (maxX<=0) || ( maxY<=0) || (maxZ<=0) || (minX>=length) || 
(minY>=width) || (minZ>=thickness) 
        %maxX           minX               maxY               minY               
maxZ               minZ 
        %maybe not remove this next line as in truth, the seeds 
        %seeds=seeds-1 
    else 
        qtyCrystalsSeeded=qtyCrystalsSeeded+1; 
        %adding facets 
        NewNumberFacets=NewNumberFacets+noFacets; 
        %adding vertex data 
        %set below outside the loop 
        %j=0; 
        %k=1; 
        if k==1 
            newlayerData2(1,1)=noFacets; 
        end 
        for i=(1:noFacets) 
            k=k+1; 
            j=j+1; 
            m=m+1; 
            if j>noFacets 
                j=1; 
                newlayerData2(k,1)=0; 
                k=k+1; 
                newlayerData2(k,1)=noFacets; 
                k=k+1; 
            end 
            newlayerData(m,1)=noVerticies(j); 
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            %for layout2 
            newlayerData2(k,1)=noVerticies(j); 
        end 
        % remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that 
only 
        % so much will be shown 
        newlayerData2; 
         
        for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
            
newlayerVertexData(((n)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
            newlayerVertexData(((n)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,2)=p; 
            
newlayerVertexData(((n)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,3:5)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seed
PointData(p,1:3); 
        end 
         
        n=n+1; 
        for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
            
crystalVertexData(q,1:3,n)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seedPointData(p,1:3); 
        end 
        % remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that 
only 
        % so much will be shown 
        newlayerVertexData; 
         
    end 




%            for p=(1:size(seedPointData,1)) 
%                for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
%                    newlayerVertexData( ((p-
1)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,1:3)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seedPointData(p,1:3); 
%                end 




 %This section generates the crystal layer file. The first line is the 
 %number of facets, then it is a loop for each facet and then the array of 





    fprintf(output,'%d\r\n ', newlayerData(i)); 
end    
  
for i=(1:size(newlayerVertexData)) 











%generate data for the facet matrix-this is used to determine overlaps 
%between crystals 
% currentPositionInVertexData=0; 
% for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
%     facet(i,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
%     facet(i,2)=newlayerData(i); 
%      
%     for j=(1:newlayerData(i)) 
%         p=(j-1)*3; 
%         for k=(1:3) 
%         
facet(i,2+p+k)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,k); 
%         end 
%     end 








% for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
%      
%      
%     for j=(1:newlayerData(i)) 
%         if j==newlayerData(i) 
%             endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+1; 
%         else endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+j+1; 
%         end 
%         for k=(1:3) 
%             line(q,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
%             
line(q,k+1)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,k); 
%             line(q,k+4)=newlayerVertexData(endpoint,k); 
%         end 
%         q=q+1; 
%     end 




%This is new stuff, essentially generating a matrix of the line functions 
%and the facet planes rather than calculating these on the fly every time. 
  






    for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
        planeEquation(i,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
        
planeEquation(i,2)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData,2); 
        %get plane points for the facet from 3 points in the plane 
        %P1 P2 P3 
        P1=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData,3:5); 
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        P2=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+1,3:5); 
        P3=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+2,3:5); 
         
        normal=cross(P1-P2, P1-P3); 
        syms x y z; 
        P=[x,y,z]; 
        planefunction=dot(normal, P-P1); 
        planeEquation(i,3)=planefunction; 
        %dot(P-P1, normal); 
        %realdot=@(u, v) u*transpose(v); 
        %realdot(P-P1,normal); 
         
        
currentPositionInVertexData=currentPositionInVertexData+newlayerData(i); 
    end 
%end 
planeEquation; 
%generate data for the line Equation matrix-again, used for overlaps 
between 
%crystals. Maybe replace the above line matrix? 
  
%Despite being only 8 facets to a hex column,this means that there are 36 






     
    for j=(1:newlayerData(i)) 
        if j==newlayerData(i) 
            endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+1; 
        else endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+j+1; 
        end 
         
        P4=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,3:5); 
        P5=newlayerVertexData(endpoint,3:5); 
        syms t; 
        line2=P4+t*(P5-P4); 
        line2(1,1); 
        line2(1,2); 
        line2(1,3); 
        lineEquation(q,3:5)=line2(1,1:3); 
        lineEquation(q,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
        
lineEquation(q,2)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,2); 
        q=q+1; 
    end 













%% Load and display a .crystal file in a MATLAB figure window 
  
% h = figure handle 
  
% fname = full path to .crystal file 
  
% b = beta euler angle 
  








% import data from .crystal file 
  
if 1==2 % test! 
  
    crystal=dlmread('l1_7_d13_7_flat.crystal'); 
  
    b=10; 
  










noFacets=crystal(1,1); %first numer in crystal file is number of facets 
  




% each facet will have a number of vericies associated with it.  Number of  
% verticies for nth facet given in row n+1 
  
noVerticies=crystal(2:noFacets+1,1); 
   
% Each vertex has x,y and z data in 3 colums after the list containing the 
  



















































    % collect relevent data: 
  
    individualFacet_noVerticies=noVerticies(facet); 
  
    individualFacet_vertexStartPoint=sum(noVerticies(1:facet-1))+1; 
  
    individualFacet_vertexEndPoint=sum(noVerticies(1:facet)); 
  
     
  








     
  
    % plot facet 
  
    x=vertexData(:,1); 
  
    y=vertexData(:,2); 
  
    z=vertexData(:,3); 
  
     
  
    K = convhulln([x y z]); 
  
    %Mica Comment - the line below colours everything blue!!! 
    
%trisurf(K,x,y,z,'edgecolor','none','facecolor','blue','facealpha',0.1); 
  
    %[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y); 
  
    %Z=griddata(x,y,z,X,Y); 
  
    %surf(X,Y,Z) 
  









    % add black wireframe - need to add first facet to the end to close 
edges 
  
    
individualFacet_vertexData=[individualFacet_vertexData;individualFacet_vert
exData(1,:)]; 





















% case 'Hex Columns Only' 
    handles.crystalSeeds=1; 
% case 'Hex/Single Indents'  
%    handles.crystalSeeds=2; 
% case 'Hex/Sing/Doub' 





















%replaced failure breakout with density - this will be modified so that 
%this can be an input. This is only reasonable once seeding can regularly 
%get below the densities that are present in ice (see Kaasalanian). 
while (density < .08) 
%while (seeds < 30) 
    %spawn random crystal dimensions - choosing the longest for overall 
    %diameter 
    crystalLength=normrnd(handles.L_mean,handles.L_deviation); 
    crystalRadius=normrnd(handles.R_mean,handles.R_deviation); 
     
    %Set bounding sphere limits - hypotenuse of half length and radius 
    seedRadius=( (crystalLength/2)^2 + crystalRadius^2 )^0.5 ; 
  
    %Attempt to seed this diameter object into the layer also seed 
    %duplicates where the object crosses a boundary 
     




    
   if failed==1 
       rejections=rejections+1; 
   else 
       %create crystal 
       createHexCrystal(crystalLength,crystalRadius,handles); 
       %rotate crystal and its duplicates and create their absolute 
       %position 
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       %Convex hull check. This creates a matrix of line equations 
       %corresponding to the overlapping bounding spheres. These are then 
       %converted into an array of intersection points against all the 
       %facets of the the seeding crystal. Finally there is a check to 
       %determine if any of these are within a bounding convex hull of the 
       %seeding crystals 
       hullRejection=0; 
       if size(overlapCrystalArray)>0 
           overlapCrystalArray=unique(overlapCrystalArray,'rows') 
           intersect=zeros(0,0); 
           intersectArray=zeros(0,0); 
           syms x y z t; 
           P = [x,y,z]; 
           tic; 
           fprintf('\n\nQverlap Equation Matrix: ') 
           
vi=ismember(lineEquationMatrix(:,1:2),overlapCrystalArray(:,1:2),'rows'); 
           potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix=lineEquationMatrix(vi,:);                 
           toc 
           planeEquation; 
           tic; 
           fprintf('\nPlane Equation: ') 
           for q=(1:size(overlapCrystalArray)) 
               for p=(1:size(planeEquation)) 
                   for j=(1:size(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix)) 
                       %fprintf('do they equal? %s, 
%s',potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,3),planeEquation(p,2)); 
                       if         
(overlapCrystalArray(q,1)==potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,1))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,2)==potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,2))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,3)==planeEquation(p,2)) 
                           %fprintf('\n yeah, got here') 
                           
newfunction=subs(planeEquation(p,3),P,potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,
3:5)); 
                           t0=solve(newfunction); 
                           
point1=subs(potentialOverlapLineEquationMatrix(j,3:5),t,t0); 
                           point1=double(point1); 
                           intersectArray=vertcat(intersectArray,point1); 
                       end 
                       if size(intersectArray)>0 
                           [d1,d2,d3]=size(crystalVertexData); 
                           for i=(1:d3) 
                               
intersect=inhull(intersectArray,crystalVertexData(:,:,i)); 
                               if any(intersect)==1 
                                   hullRejection=1; 
                                   disp('   Rejected by Convex Hull Test') 
                                   break 
                               end 
                           end 
                       end 
                       if hullRejection==1;                            
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                       end 
                   end 
                   if hullRejection==1;                        
                       break 
                   end 
               end 
               if hullRejection==1;                    
                   break 
               end 
           end 
           toc 
  
%As above though now lines and facets are reversed (needed for large 
facets)  
%Test all the lines generated by the add crystal to layer against all 
%facets already seeded Might not need this step... 
  
% Creates a facets corresponding to the overlapping bounding spheres. These 
are then 
% tested against the line matrix of the seeds to create intersection 
points. 
% The points are then tested against the convex hulls of the previously 
seeded crystals 
       if hullRejection==0 
           intersect=zeros(0,0); 
           intersectArray=zeros(0,0); 
           tic; 
           fprintf('\n\nOverlap Plane Matrix (Reciprocation): ') 
           
vi=ismember(planeMatrix(:,1:2),overlapCrystalArray(:,1:2),'rows'); 
           potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix=planeMatrix(vi,:);            
           toc 
           tic;     
           fprintf('\nLine Equation (Reciprocation): ') 
           for q=(1:size(overlapCrystalArray)) 
               for j=(1:size(potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix)) 
                   for p=(1:size(lineEquation)) 
                       if         
(overlapCrystalArray(q,1)==potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix(j,1))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,2)==potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix(j,2))... 
                               && 
(overlapCrystalArray(q,3)==lineEquation(p,2)) 
                           %fprintf('\n yeah, got here')                          
                           
newfunction=subs(potentialOverlapPlaneMatrix(j,3),P,lineEquation(p,3:5)); 
                           t0=solve(newfunction); 
                           point1=subs(lineEquation(p,3:5),t,t0); 
                           point1=double(point1); 
                           intersectArray=vertcat(intersectArray,point1); 
                       end 
                   end 
               end 
           end 
           size(intersectArray) 
           toc 
           %Extract all the vertex data for the seeded crystals to test 
against these 
           %intersect points. 
           tic 
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           fprintf('\nAssemble array of vertices from existing vertice 
matrix: ') 
           
vi=ismember(emergingArrayVertexLocation(:,1:2),overlapCrystalArray(:,1:2),'
rows'); 
           
potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation=emergingArrayVertexLocation(vi,:);  
           c=1; 
           b=1; 
           testArrayOfCrystals=zeros; 
           for y=1:size(potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation)               
              if y>1 
                  if 
potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation(y,1)~=potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocati
on(y-1,1)... 
                  || 
potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation(y,2)~=potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocati
on(y-1,2);      
                    c=1; 
                    b=b+1; 
                  end 
              end               
              
testArrayOfCrystals(c,1:3,b)=potentialOverlapArrayVertexLocation(y,3:5); 
              c=c+1;   
           end 
           toc     
           tic 
           fprintf('\nConvex Hull (Reciprocation): ') 
           testArrayOfCrystals; 
           if size(intersectArray)>0 
               [d1,d2,d3]=size(testArrayOfCrystals); 
               for i=(1:d3) 
                   
intersect=inhull(intersectArray,testArrayOfCrystals(:,:,i)); 
                   if any(intersect)==1 
                       hullRejection=1; 
                       disp('   Rejected by Convex Hull Test 
(Reciprocation): ') 
                       break 
                   end 
               end 
           end 
           toc 
       end     
       end 
  
       if hullRejection==0; 
            
           %from assemble layer 
            j=seeds; 
            for i=1:ParticleNo 
                for q=1:3 
                layer(i+j,q)=particle(i,q); 
                end 
                layer(i+j,4)=crystalRadius; 
                %layer(i+j,5)=boundingCylinderHeight; oldcrap 
                layer(i+j,5)=crystalRadius; 
                layer(i+j,6)=boundingSphereNumber; 
                layer(i+j,7)=i; 
                seeds=seeds+1; 
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            end 
  
            
            
           %Update volume - only seed once for duplicate particles as the 
parts 
           %within the layer boundaries will only account for 1 complete 
           %crystal 
           crystalVolume=3/2*3^.5*crystalRadius^2*crystalLength; 
           totalVolume=totalVolume+crystalVolume; 
           totalCrystals=totalCrystals+qtyCrystalsSeeded; 
           uniqueCrystals=uniqueCrystals+1; 
           
density=totalVolume*handles.crystalDensity/(handles.length*handles.width*ha
ndles.thickness); 
           %add these duplicates to the emerging array 
           emergingArrayFacets=emergingArrayFacets+NewNumberFacets; 
           emergingArrayVertex=vertcat(emergingArrayVertex,newlayerData); 
           planeMatrix=vertcat(planeMatrix,planeEquation); 
           %lineMatrix=vertcat(lineMatrix,line); 
           lineEquationMatrix=vertcat(lineEquationMatrix,lineEquation); 
           %add new structure to create a carriage return 
           
emergingArrayVertexNewStructure=vertcat(emergingArrayVertexNewStructure,new
layerData2); 
           
emergingArrayVertexNewStructure=vertcat(emergingArrayVertexNewStructure,0);           
           
emergingArrayVertexLocation=vertcat(emergingArrayVertexLocation,newlayerVer
texData); 
       else 
           rejections=rejections+1; 
       end 
   end 









%output all Emerging Array information to a file 
output= fopen('crystalLayerFile_ReadMe.txt','w'); 
fprintf(output,'Layer dimensions (%dx%dx%d)mm^3 
\r\n',handles.length,handles.width,handles.thickness); 
%fprintf(output,'Layer width %d \r\n',handles.width); 
%fprintf(output,'Layer thickness %d \r\n',handles.thickness); 
fprintf(output,'rejections %d \r\n',handles.failureBreakOut); 
fprintf(output,'Crystals Seeded %d\r\n',totalCrystals); 
fprintf(output,'of which Unique %d\r\n',uniqueCrystals); 
fprintf(output,'Hex crystals \r\n'); 
fprintf(output,'Crystal length %3.3f +/- %3.4f 
\r\n',handles.L_mean,handles.L_deviation); 
fprintf(output,'Crystal radius %3.3f +/- %3.4f 
\r\n',handles.R_mean,handles.R_deviation); 
fprintf(output,'Average indent(of length) %d%% \r\n',handles.aveIndent); 
fprintf(output,'Total Crystal Volume %5.5f \r\n',totalVolume); 
fprintf(output,'Crystal density %5.5f \r\n',handles.crystalDensity); 
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fprintf(output,'Layer Density %5.5f \r\n',density); 
fprintf(output,'Location (x \t y \t\t z) \t\t Sphere rad \t Seed \t 
Particle no. \r\n'); 
for i=(1:size(layer)) 











    fprintf(output,'%d\r\n ',emergingArrayVertex(i)); 
end    
for i=(1:size(emergingArrayVertexLocation)) 













    if insertReturn==1 
        fprintf(output,'%d \r\n',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 
        insertReturn=0; 
    elseif emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)==0 
        fprintf(output,'\r\n'); 
        insertReturn=1; 
    else 
        fprintf(output,'%d ',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 
    end 
end    
for i=(1:size(emergingArrayVertexLocation)) 











    if insertReturn==1 
        fprintf(output,'%d \r\n',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 
        insertReturn=0; 
    elseif emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)==0 
        fprintf(output,'\r\n'); 
        insertReturn=1; 
    else 
        fprintf(output,'%d ',emergingArrayVertexNewStructure(i)); 
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%output all FacetMatrix to a file 
% output=fopen('planeMatrix.txt','w'); 
% for i=(1:size(planeMatrix)) 
%     fprintf(output,'%5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t 
%5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t 
%5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \t %5.5f \r\n', 
planeMatrix(i,1:20)); 
% end   
% fclose(output); 
  




    fprintf(output,'%s \t %s \t %s \t %s \r\n',outputLineEquation(i,1:4)); 













crystalType = randi(handles.crystalSeeds); 
if crystalType==1 
    crystalType='standardcolumn'; 
elseif crystalType==2 























       failed=0; 
       failed_due_to_overlap=1; 
        
       %What we need to do for Tetris keep moving the particle up until it 
no longer overlaps. 
       %This is done by increasing the z value of the crystal until it no 
       %longer causes an overlap. The upward movement is 1/20th of the 
       %thickness      
        
       %Set random location of particle to be seeded 
        particle(1,1)=(rand*length+eps); %-(crystalRadius/2)); 
        particle(1,2)=(rand*width+eps); %+(crystalRadius/2)); 
        %particle(1,3)=(rand*thickness+eps-(crystalRadius/2)); 
        particle(1,3)=0 
         
    while failed_due_to_overlap==1 %&& particle(1,3)<thickness) 
        failed_due_to_overlap=0 
        overlapCrystals=zeros(0,0); 
        overlapCrystalArray=zeros(0,0); 
        ParticleNo=1; 
        particle=particle(1,1:3) 
        if particle(1,3)==0 
            particle(1,3)=eps 
        else 
            particle(1,3)=particle(1,3)+(thickness/20) 
        end 
        %Determine if the crystal overlaps the edges, if so, spawn another 
        %crystal shifted over to the opposite side. 
        if ((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
        end 
       if ((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
       if ((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
       if ((particle(1,2)-crystalRadius)<0); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
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%        if ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%        end 
%        if ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%        end 
      %Where it overlaps two edges, another diagonal particle needs to be 
      %added 
       
      %length and width 
        if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length) && 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
        end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
       end 
        
        if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length) && ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
            ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
            particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
            particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
            particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3); 
        end 
  
        
       %length and thickness 
%         if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length) && 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%         end 
%        if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
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%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%        end 
%         
%        if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%         end 
%        if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0) && 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%        end 
%        %width and thickness 
%         
%        if (((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width) && 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%        end 
%        if (((particle(1,2)-crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%        end 
%        if (((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width) && ((particle(1,3)-
crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%        end 
%        if (((particle(1,2)-crystalRadius)<0) && 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1); 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%        end 
%        %length, width and thickness  
%         if 
(((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>wid
th) && ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%         end 
%        if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
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%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%        end 
%         
%         if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%         end 
%        if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)&& ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%        end 
%         
%         if 
(((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>wid
th) && ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%         end 
%        if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0)&& ((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%        end 
%        if (((particle(1,1)+crystalRadius)>length)&&((particle(1,2)-
crystalRadius)<0) && ((particle(1,3)-crystalRadius)<0)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)-length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)+width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)+thickness; 
%        end 
%       if (((particle(1,1)-crystalRadius)<0)&& 
((particle(1,2)+crystalRadius)>width)&& 
((particle(1,3)+crystalRadius)>thickness)); 
%             ParticleNo=ParticleNo+1; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,1)=particle(1,1)+length; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,2)=particle(1,2)-width; 
%             particle(ParticleNo,3)=particle(1,3)-thickness; 
%        end 
  
        %Next check if the crystal(s) overlaps with an existing crystal. If 
        %so reject.  
         
        %for each particle, if x, y and z locations of the two particles 
        %overlaps 
        %particle(); 
        if seeds>0 
            Overlapping=0; 
            for i=1:ParticleNo 
                if Overlapping>0 
                    a=particle(i,:); 
                    b=layer(:,1:3); 
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                    %determine the separation of this particle with all 
others 
                    %in the layer 
                    separation=bsxfun(@minus,a,b); 
                    %convert this into a two scalar gaps as as crystals 
tend to 
                    %be horizontal 
                    a=separation(:,1).^2; 
                    b=separation (:,2).^2; 
                    c=separation(:,3).^2; 
                    minSeparation=(a+b+c).^.5; 
                     
                    %determine if any of these gaps is less than the sum of 
the 
                    %radii 
                    combinedRadii=(bsxfun(@plus,layer(:,4),crystalRadius)); 
                    testForGap=minSeparation-combinedRadii; 
                    %get the crystals that overlap, 6th column in the layer 
                    %array 
                    layer; 
                    overlapCrystals=layer((testForGap<0),6:7); 
                    overlapCrystals(:,3)=i; 
                    
overlapCrystalArray=vertcat(overlapCrystalArray,overlapCrystals); 
                     
                    %this pulls out an array of negatives. If there is a 
                    %negative, then there is overlap. 
                    %testForGap=size(testForGap(find(testForGap<0)),1)                  
                    for p=1:size(testForGap) 
                        if testForGap(p)<0,Overlapping=Overlapping+1;end 
                    end                     
                else 
                    failed_due_to_overlap=1 
                end 
            end 
           %if failed_due_to_overlap==1,break,end 
        end 
    end      




%This is a modified version of makelayer2. It takes the accepted crystal, 
%rotates it and adds it to the layer as it is being assembLed. It may have 
%to add multiple crystals as where a crystal crosses a boundary, a second 
%crystal is added on the opposite side. As multiple boundaries can be 























noFacets=crystal(1,1); %first numer in crystal file is number of facets 
% each facet will have a number of vericies associated with it.  Number of 
% verticies for nth facet given in row n+1 
noVerticies=crystal(2:noFacets+1,1); 
% Each vertex has x,y and z data in 3 colums after the list containing the 
% number of verticies per facet 
vertexData=crystal(noFacets+2:end,1:3); 






    for s=(1:noVerticies(r)) 
        n=n+1; 
        sp1=vertexData(n,1)+sp1; 
        sp2=vertexData(n,2)+sp2; 
        sp3=vertexData(n,3)+sp3; 






%get data on the seeding points for each crystal               
%old method 
    %layerfile=dlmread('mica.txt'); 
    %seedPointData=layerfile(1:end,1:3); 
%new method 
    seedPointData=particle; 
  
%Determine total number of facets 
%size(seedPointData,1) is the number of rows, i.e. the number of crystals 
in 
%the layer 
% remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that only 
% so much will be shown 
  
  






% for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
%     k=k+1; 
%     j=j+1; 
%     if j>noFacets 
%         j=1; 
%         newlayerData2(k,1)=0; 
%         k=k+1; 
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%         newlayerData2(k,1)=noFacets; 
%         k=k+1; 
%     end 
%     newlayerData(i,1)=noVerticies(j); 
%     %for layout2 
%     newlayerData2(k,1)=noVerticies(j); 
% end 
% % remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that only 





%take the x,y,z coordinates of seed point data and off-set each of the 
%points for the crystal file by this amount and place the whole set in the 
%new layer vertex data 
for p=(1:size(seedPointData,1)) 
    vertexData=crystal(noFacets+2:end,1:3); %refresh vertex data each pass 
     
    %it is at this point that we need to adjust the vertex data from its 
    %original to a rotated crystal before updating the crystal. 
    %Crystal Rotation 
    alpha_euler=pi*rand*2; 
    beta_euler=acos(1.0-2.0*rand); 
    gamma_euler=pi*rand*2; 
     
    s1=sin(alpha_euler); 
    s2=sin(beta_euler); 
    s3=sin(gamma_euler); 
    c1=cos(alpha_euler); 
    c2=cos(beta_euler); 
    c3=cos(gamma_euler); 
     
    r11=-c2*s1*s3+c1*c3; 
    r12=-c2*s1*c3-c1*s3; 
    r13=s2*s1; 
    r21=c2*c1*s3+s1*c3; 
    r22=c2*c1*c3-s1*s3; 
    r23=-s2*c1; 
    r31=s2*s3; 
    r32=s2*c3; 
    r33=c2; 
    z=0; 
    for r=(1:noFacets) 
        for s=(1:noVerticies(r)) 
            z=z+1; 
            tempVertexData(z,1)=vertexData(z,1)-sp1; 
            tempVertexData(z,2)=vertexData(z,2)-sp2; 
            tempVertexData(z,3)=vertexData(z,3)-sp3; 
        end 
    end 
    z=0; 
    for r=(1:noFacets) 
        for s=(1:noVerticies(r)) 
            z=z+1; 





            
vertexData(z,2)=tempVertexData(z,1)*r21+tempVertexData(z,2)*r22+tempVertexD
ata(z,3)*r23; 
            
vertexData(z,3)=tempVertexData(z,1)*r31+tempVertexData(z,2)*r32+tempVertexD
ata(z,3)*r33; 
            %vertexData(z,4)=p; 
        end 
    end 
     
end 
  
%finish buggering about with the crystal file vertex data and apply 
       %new crystal data to seedpoints for the crystal and store data 
%newlayerVertexData=zeros; 
%below needs to be updated so that particles which completely lie 
       %outside the bounds of the box are completely removed. This means 
       %writing to a temp array before then adding to the full array... 
       %if all points are>max z or<min z reject 
       %if all points are>max y or<min y reject 









    maxX=0; 
    minX=width; 
    maxY=0; 
    minY=length; 
    maxZ=0; 
    minZ=thickness; 
     
    for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
         
        tempVertexData(q,1:3)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seedPointData(p,1:3); 
         
        if maxX<tempVertexData(q,1) 
            maxX=tempVertexData(q,1); 
        end 
        if minX>tempVertexData(q,1) 
            minX=tempVertexData(q,1); 
        end 
        if maxY<tempVertexData(q,2) 
            maxY=tempVertexData(q,2); 
        end 
        if minY>tempVertexData(q,2) 
            minY=tempVertexData(q,2); 
        end 
        if maxZ<tempVertexData(q,3) 
            maxZ=tempVertexData(q,3); 
        end 
        if minZ>tempVertexData(q,3) 
            minZ=tempVertexData(q,3); 
        end 
    end 
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    %This bit removes any crystals that lie outside the layer 
    if (maxX<=0) || ( maxY<=0) || (minX>=length) || (minY>=width) || 
(minZ>=thickness)%|| (maxZ<=0)  
        %maxX           minX               maxY               minY               
maxZ               minZ 
        %maybe not remove this next line as in truth, the seeds 
        %seeds=seeds-1 
    else 
        qtyCrystalsSeeded=qtyCrystalsSeeded+1; 
        %adding facets 
        NewNumberFacets=NewNumberFacets+noFacets; 
        %adding vertex data 
        %set below outside the loop 
        %j=0; 
        %k=1; 
        if k==1 
            newlayerData2(1,1)=noFacets; 
        end 
        for i=(1:noFacets) 
            k=k+1; 
            j=j+1; 
            m=m+1; 
            if j>noFacets 
                j=1; 
                newlayerData2(k,1)=0; 
                k=k+1; 
                newlayerData2(k,1)=noFacets; 
                k=k+1; 
            end 
            newlayerData(m,1)=noVerticies(j); 
            %for layout2 
            newlayerData2(k,1)=noVerticies(j); 
        end 
        % remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that 
only 
        % so much will be shown 
        newlayerData2; 
         
        for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
            
newlayerVertexData(((n)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
            newlayerVertexData(((n)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,2)=p; 
            
newlayerVertexData(((n)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,3:5)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seed
PointData(p,1:3); 
        end 
         
        n=n+1; 
        for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
            
crystalVertexData(q,1:3,n)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seedPointData(p,1:3); 
        end 
        % remove the; to generate the data to the command screen-note that 
only 
        % so much will be shown 
        newlayerVertexData; 
         
    end 






%            for p=(1:size(seedPointData,1)) 
%                for q=(1:size(vertexData,1)); 
%                    newlayerVertexData( ((p-
1)*(size(vertexData,1)))+q,1:3)=vertexData(q,1:3)+seedPointData(p,1:3); 
%                end 




 %This section generates the crystal layer file. The first line is the 
 %number of facets, then it is a loop for each facet and then the array of 





    fprintf(output,'%d\r\n ', newlayerData(i)); 
end    
  
for i=(1:size(newlayerVertexData)) 









%generate data for the facet matrix-this is used to determine overlaps 
%between crystals 
% currentPositionInVertexData=0; 
% for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
%     facet(i,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
%     facet(i,2)=newlayerData(i); 
%      
%     for j=(1:newlayerData(i)) 
%         p=(j-1)*3; 
%         for k=(1:3) 
%         
facet(i,2+p+k)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,k); 
%         end 
%     end 








% for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
%      
%      
%     for j=(1:newlayerData(i)) 
%         if j==newlayerData(i) 
%             endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+1; 
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%         else endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+j+1; 
%         end 
%         for k=(1:3) 
%             line(q,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
%             
line(q,k+1)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,k); 
%             line(q,k+4)=newlayerVertexData(endpoint,k); 
%         end 
%         q=q+1; 
%     end 




%This is new stuff, essentially generating a matrix of the line functions 
%and the facet planes rather than calculating these on the fly every time. 
  






    for i=(1:NewNumberFacets) 
        planeEquation(i,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
        
planeEquation(i,2)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData,2); 
        %get plane points for the facet from 3 points in the plane 
        %P1 P2 P3 
        P1=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData,3:5); 
        P2=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+1,3:5); 
        P3=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+2,3:5); 
         
        normal=cross(P1-P2, P1-P3); 
        syms x y z; 
        P=[x,y,z]; 
        planefunction=dot(normal, P-P1); 
        planeEquation(i,3)=planefunction; 
        %dot(P-P1, normal); 
        %realdot=@(u, v) u*transpose(v); 
        %realdot(P-P1,normal); 
         
        
currentPositionInVertexData=currentPositionInVertexData+newlayerData(i); 
    end 
%end 
planeEquation; 
%generate data for the line Equation matrix-again, used for overlaps 
between 
%crystals. Maybe replace the above line matrix? 
  
%Despite being only 8 facets to a hex column,this means that there are 36 






     
    for j=(1:newlayerData(i)) 
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        if j==newlayerData(i) 
            endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+1; 
        else endpoint=currentPositionInVertexData+j+1; 
        end 
         
        P4=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,3:5); 
        P5=newlayerVertexData(endpoint,3:5); 
        syms t; 
        line2=P4+t*(P5-P4); 
        line2(1,1); 
        line2(1,2); 
        line2(1,3); 
        lineEquation(q,3:5)=line2(1,1:3); 
        lineEquation(q,1)=boundingSphereNumber; 
        
lineEquation(q,2)=newlayerVertexData(currentPositionInVertexData+j,2); 
        q=q+1; 
    end 
    currentPositionInVertexData=currentPositionInVertexData+j; 
end 
  
%save crystal.mat 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
